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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OBJECT
POSE ESTIMATION

information and updating the new pose parameters iteratively
to minimiZe an energy function or until a maximum number

of iterations is reached.

Another aspect of the invention comprises: calculating a

FIELD OF INVENTION

mean value inside and outside the object using a cost func

In the many industrial settings today, robots are used for

tion; and calculating a contour C of the object from the binary

parts assembly and manufacturing. These robots are equipped

mask image and 3D contour points using the image depth

with one or more cameras, e.g. CCD and CMOS, which give

information.

them vision. Often, objects (i.e. parts) are contained in a bin.

A further aspect comprises: calculating a gradient VT(x,y)

The robot must recogniZe the object/part in the bin so it can

in x and y direction for the contour points; calculating the

image Jacobian matrix; and calculating a gradient ?ow and

pick it up to assemble the product. However, the object can be

in any number of poses (position, orientation, rotation). So,

velocity screw using a Gaussian Newton method.

the robot must be trained to recogniZe the part regardless of its
pose. The present invention relates to estimating the pose of a

lating a relative displacement using the velocity screw and a

Another aspect of the present invention comprises calcu

given stepwise.

three-dimensional (3D) object from two-dimensional images

Other objects and attainments together with a fuller under

(e.g. camera images) so that a robot can be trained to recog

standing of the invention will become apparent and appreci
ated by referring to the following description and claims
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

niZe the object regardless of its pose as seen from its on-board
camera. As is known in the art, robots include software that

attempt to identify the object from the camera image. There

20

fore it important for such software to have a robust and accu

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

rate database of object images with which to compare to the

image captured by the robot camera.

In the drawings wherein like reference symbols refer to like

parts.
SUMMARY OF INVENTION

25

FIG. 1 is a general block diagram of an object processing

device and system for utiliZing the present invention;
One aspect of the present invention is a method and appa
ratus for estimating a pose of an object from an input image

FIG. 2 is a ?owchart of the general method of the present

invention;

and storing an object pose estimation, comprising: inputting
an image containing an object; creating a binary mask of the
input image; extracting a set of singlets from the binary mask

30

FIG. 3 is a ?owchart of the object extraction stage of the
method shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 illustrates a perspective projection in the pinhole

of the input image, each singlet representing points in an inner

camera model;

and outer contour of the object in the input image; connecting

FIG. 5 illustrates and OpenGL projection and NormaliZed
Device Coordinates (NDC);

the set of singlets into a mesh represented as a duplex matrix;
comparing two duplex matrices to produce a set of candidate

35

poses; and producing an object pose estimate, and storing the
object pose estimate.
In an embodiment of the invention, a plurality of images of
the object are input, each image containing a view of the
object that is different than a view in each other of the plural

FIG. 6 (a) to (d) illustrates all four possible cases of the
position of the projected model curve relative to the boundary
of the object; and
FIG. 7 illustrates the composition of the camera motion.

ity of images. One aspect comprises generating the view in

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

each of the plurality of images of the object using a CAD
model for the object. Another aspect comprises generating the
view in each of the plurality of images of the object using a

the accompanying drawings that show, by way of illustration,

robot equipped with a camera.

40

In the following detailed description, reference is made to
45

out the several views. These embodiments are described in
suf?cient detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice the

outer contours of the object.

In another embodiment of the invention, the object pose
estimate is re?ned by modeling the pose estimate as an opti

invention. Other embodiments may be utiliZed and structural,
50

logical and electrical changes may be made without departing
from the scope of the present invention. Moreover, it is to be
understood that the various embodiments of the invention,

miZation of an energy function. In one aspect, the invention
calculates pose estimates iteratively to minimize an energy
value in the energy function. Another aspect calculates a

velocity screw to iteratively calculate pose estimates. Another
aspect projects a model contour curve of the object into a

example embodiments of the invention. In the drawings, like

numerals describe substantially similar components through

A further aspect of the invention comprises detecting the
object in the input image and calculating a bounding box of
the object. Another aspect comprises extracting inner and

although different, are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
For example, a particular feature, structure, or characteristic
55

described in one embodiment may be included within other

embodiments. The following detailed description is, there

virtual image using a rendering application programming

fore, not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of the

interface (API) such as OpenGL, DirectX, ray tracing, etc.
In a further embodiment of the invention, the object pose
estimate is re?ned by: inputting an image of an object in an

present invention is de?ned only by the appended claims,
along with the full scope of equivalents to which such claims
60 are entitled.

estimated pose, a model of the object, and parameters of a
camera used to take the image of the object in the estimated

In general, example embodiments relate to methods,
devices, and computer-readable media for examining an

pose; projecting the model of the object into a virtual image of
the object using the parameters of the camera and initial pose

image, particularly a digital image of one or more objects.
The image is examined to estimate the pose (position and
orientation) of a corresponding 3D object represented in the
2D image. Example embodiments create a binary mask of an
image and extract a set of singlets from the binary mask. Each

parameters to obtain a binary mask image and image depth
information; updating the initial pose parameters to new pose

parameters using the binary mask image and image depth

65
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Computer-executable instructions comprise, for example,

singlet Will represent points in an inner and outer contour of
the object. The set of singlets are connected into a mesh
represented as a duplex matrix. TWo duplex matrices are
compared to produce a set of candidate poses. An object pose

instructions and data that cause a processor of a general
purpose computer or a special purpose computer to perform a

certain function or group of functions. Although the subject
matter is described herein in language speci?c to method
ological acts, it is to be understood that the subject matter
de?ned in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to
the speci?c acts described herein. Rather, the speci?c acts
described herein are disclosed as example forms of imple

estimate is then produced and stored for lateruse, for example
in a vision system for robotic parts assembly.
A schematic representation of an example object process
ing device 100 is shoWn in FIG. 1. The object processing
device 100 exchanges data With a host computer 150 by Way
of an intervening interface 102. Application programs and an
object processing device driver may also be stored for access

menting the claims.
Examples of special purpose computers include image pro
cessing devices such as digital cameras (an example of Which

on the host computer 150. When an image retrieve command

is received from the application program, for example, the
object processing device driver controls conversion of the
command data to a format suitable for the object processing

includes, but is not limited to, the Epson R-Dl digital camera

manufactured by Seiko Epson Corporation headquartered in

OWa, SuWa, Nagano, Japan), digital camcorders, projectors,
printers, scanners, copiers, portable photo vieWers (examples

device 100 and sends the converted command data to the

object processing device 100. The driver also receives and

of Which include, but are not limited to, the Epson P-3000 or

interprets various signals and data from the object processing

P-5000 portable photo vieWers manufactured by Seiko Epson

device 100, and provides necessary information to the user by
Way of the host computer 150.
When data is sent by the host computer 150, the interface
102 receives the data and stores it in a receive buffer forming

20

Corporation), or portable movie players, or some combina
tion thereof, such as a printer/scanner/copier combination

(examples of Which include, but are not limited to, the Epson

Stylus Photo RX580, RX595, or RX680, the Epson Stylus
CX4400, CX7400, CX8400, or CX9400Fax, and the Epson
AcuLaser® CXl INF manufactured by Seiko Epson Corpo

part of a RAM 104. The RAM 104 can be divided into a

number of sections, for example through addressing, and

allocated as different buffers, such as a receive buffer or a 25 ration) or a printer/ scanner combination (examples of Which

send buffer. Data, such as digital image data, can also be

include, but are not limited to, the Epson TM-] 9000, TM
J 9100, TM-J7000, TM-J7l00, and TM-H6000III, all manu
factured by Seiko Epson Corporation) or a digital camera/
camcorder combination.

obtained by the object processing device 1 00 from the capture
mechanism(s) 112, the ?ash EEPROM 110, or the ROM 108.
The capture mechanism(s) 112 can be a camera, for example,
and generate a digital image by photographing one or more
objects, such as a part to be used in manufacturing and/or

30

Referring to FIG. 2, the ?rst step in method 200 is inputting

an image (step 210). The input images can be generated by

assembly of a device such as a printer. A camera 112 can be
controlled by robot 116, for example, or a human, or can be

robot 116 operating a camera (capture mechanism) 112. If the

automatically controlled by computer 150, for example. The
digital image of the obj ect(s) can then be stored in the receive

input image contains one object, then it should preferably
35

occupy at least 10% of the image area. If there is more than

40

one object in the scene, the object of interest should prefer
ably be at least tWo times larger than any other object in the
image (scene). The input image can also be a CAD model of
the object stored, for example, in RAM 104 or hard disk 160.
In a preferred embodiment, a plurality of images of the object
are input and analyZed as described beloW. Each of the plu
rality of images preferably contains a vieW of the object that
is different than a vieW shoWn in each of the other images.
These plurality of images can be generated using the CAD

45

model and/or robot 116 operating a camera.

buffer or the send buffer of the RAM 104.
A processor 106 uses computer-executable instructions
stored on a ROM 108 or on a ?ash EEPROM 110, for

example, to perform a certain function or group of functions,
such as the method 200 (FIG. 2) for example. Method 200
Will be discussed in greater detail later herein. Where the data
in the receive buffer of the RAM 104 is a digital image, for

example, the processor 106 can implement the methodologi
cal acts of the method 200 on the digital image to extract

features in the digital image and further analyZe the image

Input Image Speci?cations

based on the extracted features. Further processing in an

Object Localization and Extraction

imaging pipeline may then be performed on the digital image

The Object Localization (step 212) and Object Extraction
(step 214 stages of the present invention detect the object

before the image is displayed on a display 114, such as an
LCD display for example, or transferred to the host computer

The example method 200 and variations thereof disclosed

present in the image or scene and calculate its bounding-box.
The Object Extraction stage also extracts the contours, both
inner and outer, of the object. These steps/ stages are shoWn in
greater detail in FIG. 3.

herein can be implemented using non-transitory computer
readable media for carrying or having computer-executable

images 310 (FIG. 3) that contain one or more objects on a

150, for printing on printer 162, projected With projector 164,

50

or stored on hard disk 160, for example.

instructions or data structures stored thereon. Such computer
readable media can be any available media that can be

Generally speaking, these steps process single-channel
55

accessed by a processor of a general purpose or special pur

pose computer. By Way of example, and not limitation, such
computer-readable media can comprise RAM, ROM,
EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic

erably single-color and With a minimum of contrast betWeen
the background and the objects. There is no additional limi
60

medium that can be used to carry or store program code in the

should also be included Within the scope of computer-read
able media.

tation on the color of the background or that of the different

objects. Some of the objects may be darker than the back
ground and some may be brighter than it. Objects may have

disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other
form of computer-executable instructions or data structures
and that can be accessed by a processor of a general purpose
or special purpose computer. Combinations of the above

plain background. These steps essentially discover areas of
activity in the image and therefore may be sensitive to arti
facts in the background. Objects in the input image are pref

similar or different colors.

Activity Calculation (FIG. 3, step 312)
65

During the Activity Calculation step, the image 310 is
divided into blocks of siZe S><S. S, Which is a number of
pixels. As an example, S is 8, but a different value can be

US 8,467,596 B2
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Interior Detection (320)

selected according to the particular environment. This con
?guration parameter S is referred to herein as ACTIVITY
.SCALE. This step then calculates the standard deviation and
the average intensity for each block and returns the outputs as

The Interior Detection step 320 uses the Boundary Map
and builds an Interior Map. This procedure starts With an

all-Zero Interior Map and for each region performs the fol
loWing operation for each block in its bounding-box.

the tWo matrixes, standard (std) and average (ave).
Active Area Selection (step 314)

1. If the block is not in the Boundary Map, and if the

In this step, the present invention compares the elements of

average for the block is over or under (depending on hoW

the matrix std to a threshold and identi?es those elements that
exceed a threshold, Which can be selected for a particular
environment. For example, this could be a color threshold. If
8 bits are used to represent a color depth, then the threshold
Would be set to someWhere betWeen 0 and 255. As Will be

OE_INVERSE is set) the OE_THRESHOLD, and if this
block has at least one 4-connected neighbors in the

Boundary Map, then mark this block in the Interior Map.

Boundary Closure (step 322)
It is possible that the Boundary Map does not enclose the
Interior Map. As a result, and according to the nature of the

appreciated, the active area selection step identi?es pixel

Object Extraction stage, described next, unWanted “dents”

blocks corresponding to the color object as contrasted to the
plain background. The elements identi?ed as exceeding a
selected activity threshold are input to an Activity Map.

may appear in the extracted object. In order to resolve this

issue, the Boundary Closure step 322 closes the Boundary

Map for each region by performing the folloWing operation

Region Analysis (step 316)
The Region Analysis step 316 performs blob analysis on
the Activity Map produced in previous step 314. The param

Within the bounding-box of each region,
20

eters used in this step are siZe, controlled by OBJECTS

Boundary Map.
Object Extraction (step 324)

.SIZE.MIN (default value is 0.001) and OBJECTS.SIZE
.MAX (default value is 0.1), and number of candidate regions
OBJECTS.COUNT (default value is 8). The siZe limitations
are ?rst divided by the square of ACTIVITY.SCALE in order

1. If the block is not in either the Boundary Map or the
Interior Map and if it has at least one 4-connected neigh
bor in the Interior Map, then mark this block in the

25

The Object Extraction step 324 extracts the objects based
on the Boundary Map and the Interior Map. This procedure

to convert these con?guration parameters from pixels to

performs the folloWing operations for each object, Within its

blocks. The Region Analysis step returns the bounding box

oWn bounding-box.
l . If this block is marked in the Interior Map, then set all the

for each object, as Well as its ?rst- and second-order means
and area.

During the Region Analysis step each region is given an

30

index. The indexes of the regions start from one but are not

necessarily subsequent. In other Words, there are missing
index values, corresponding to regions Which have not
matched the siZe constraints. An index map carries the index

assigned to each block. This map is called the Boundary Map.

Duplet Creation (FIG. 2, step 216)
35

Duplet Creation is the last step in the present invention
Where the actual images are used. After this stage, the Work is
done on Duplet Matrixes and other feature points and vectors.
Duplet Creation contains three sub-blocks of Contour

40

described beloW.

Any block given a non-Zero index in the Boundary Map is a
boundary block. The rest of the blocks are either background
or represent the interior of an object. The interior blocks are

detected in step 320 described hereinafter.

Tracing, Singlet Detection, and Duplet Creation, each

Threshold Calculation (step 318)

Contour-Tracing

The threshold calculation step 318 determines an optimal
threshold for separating the contents of the boundary blocks

for each region into foreground and background. This proce
dure is carried out through the folloWing stages, done sepa
rately for each region. Here, I is the set of all the points that
fall into one of the boundary blocks for the region.

Contour-Tracing is the procedure that traces all the con

45

algorithm. Examples of contour-tracing algorithms that may
be utiliZed include Square Tracing, Moore-Neighbor, Radial
SWeep. In a preferred embodiment Theo Pavlidis’ algorithm

. Calculate t as the average of I.
50

The threshold calculated at this stage (OSMX_THRESH
OLD) is used in later steps.
The Threshold Calculation step 318 also determines if the
object is darker than the background or vice versa. This deter
mination is based on inspecting the pixels at the boundary of
the bounding-box for each object and determining the num

This stage depends on the tWo parameters TRACE_WIN

55

DOW and SINGLET_DISTANCE, Which can be selected for
a particular environment. The default value for both of these
parameters is 12 pixels. For all the contours Which are longer

than tWo times TRACE_WINDOW, the folloWing procedure
is carried out for each point on the contour:
1. Find the average X and Y coordinates for the
TRACE_WINDOW points around the point on the con
60

tour.

2. Connect the point on the contour to the tWo points Which
are TRACE_WINDOW aWay to the left and to the right.

ber of them that exceed the threshold. If this number is over

half the total number of pixels tallied, then it is determined
that the object is darker than the background. This informa
tion OSMX_INVERSE is used in later steps. For example
OSMX_INVERSE could be set to 1 if the object is darker
than the background and 0 if it is lighter.

is used.

Singlet Detection

. Calculate t+ as the average of I".
. Calculate t- as the average of I‘.
. Calculate t* as (t_+t_)/2.

. If the difference betWeen t and t* is less than one, then
return t as the threshold, otherWise set t?’l‘ and go to 3.

tours returned by the Object Extraction stage. The informa
tion collected at this stage is used in the Singlet Detection
procedure. Any knoWn contour-tracing algorithm can be used
in the present invention, Which is not limited to a particular

. Produce a 256-bin histogram for the contents of I.

. Threshold I using the value of t and produce I+ and I“.

pixels corresponding to it as belonging to the object.
2. If this block is marked in the Boundary Map, then set all
the pixels corresponding to it as belonging to the object
if the average for the block is over or under (depending
on hoW OE_INVERSE is set) the OE_THRESHOLD.

3. Find the tWo angles; call them the in-coming angle and

the out-going angle.
65

4. Find the inner product of the tWo vectors Which represent

the incoming angle and the outgoing angle. Change the
sign of this inner product and call it the Curvature.

US 8,467,596 B2
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ldl.s2.in-coming—d2.sl .in-coming l<THRESHOLD,

5. Mark this point as a singlet if it has the highest Curvature

in the SINGLET_DISTANCE points around it.
6. Store the X andY coordinates for each singlet, as Well as

ldl.s2.out—going—d2.sl.out-goingKTHRESHOLD,

the in-coming and out-going angles and the Curvature

in Which case, a similar candidate pose Will be added to

corresponding to them.

the list, except for the angle Which Will be recorded as

Duplet Creation

dl.angle-d2.angle-pi. This candidate Will be tagged

Duplet Creation is the procedure that combines the
detected singlets into duplets. The process of creating the

as “reverse”.

duplets contains the folloWing steps:
1. Produce the matrix D, With its (i,j) element containing
the distance betWeen the i-th and the j-th singlets.

3. Pass the list of candidates to the clustering stage
10

described next.

Candidate Clustering (FIG. 2, step 220)
Candidate Clustering is the process taking in the pose

2. Change all the elements of D that are beloW the mini
mum threshold or over the maximum threshold as NAN

candidates produced through Duplet Comparison and esti

(Not a Number, an identi?er that denotes a variable that

mating a limited number of poses Which are each represented
by a large set of the candidates. This procedure contains tWo

has not been initialized). The minimum and the maxi
mum thresholds are calculated as DlSTANCE.MlN (de

stages, Scale-Angle Clustering, and X-Y Clustering, both

fault value is 0.01) and DISTANCE.MAX (default value
is 0.25) multiplied With the smallest dimension of the

described beloW.

Scale-Angle Clustering

image, respectively.
3. Produce an Sxl array of all Zeros and call it deg. deg(s)
Will contain the number of singlets that are connected to

The aim of this stage is to produce a list of candidate
20

the s-th singlet.

Assume that S and A are tWo l><N carrying the candidate

scale and angles. The Scale-Angle Clustering procedure is

4. Scan D until it only contains NANs or When a maximum

number for the singlets is speci?ed and that the maxi
mum is reached.

done as follows,
25

5. Find the smallest element of D. Call that (sl,s2). Incre

ment both deg(sl) and deg(s2). If either deg(sl) or deg

30

35

angles of a temporary copy of both singlets. NoW, the

coming, sl.out-going, s2.in-coming, s2.out-going>.
40

Duplet Comparison (FIG. 2, step 218)
Duplet Comparison is the process of comparing the items
in tWo Duplet Matrixes and producing a list of matches, and

ldl .sl .in—coming—d2.sl .in-coming l<THRESHOLD,

45

m0

The output of the Scale-Angle Clustering stage is a set of
(scale,angle) candidates. The X-Y Clustering stage is the

folloWs for each (scale,angle) candidate.
1 . Modify the singlet positions for this candidate so that the
center of the axis systems moves to the center of the
55

Here, THRESHOLD is determined by the con?guration

image. This process Will be carried out independently
for the tWo Duplet Matrixes.

2. Rotate the query singlet positions by angle.

variable DUPLETS.THRESHOLD.
If these conditions are met, then add the candidate pose

. Scale the query singlets by scale.

4. Find the difference in X andY, independently, for the
singlet positions betWeen the query and the reference.
Call these dx and dy arrays.
5. At this stage, the dx-dy pairs can undergo a tWo-dimen
sional clustering algorithm similar to the one carried out

(d1 .length/d2.length, dl .angle-d2.angle) to the list of
candidates. Also take note of the X andY coordinates

of the tWo singlets and of both duplets. Tag this can
didate as “straight”.
2. Similarly, determine if these conditions are satis?ed,

ldl .sl .out—going—d2.s2.out-going l<THRES HOLD,

6. Calculate the con?dence for each scale-angle candidate
as the number of pairs of duplet matches Which represent
it divided by the smallest of the number of duplets in the
tWo Duplet Matrixes.
7. If the number of scale-angle candidates exceeds C2, then
pick the C2 ones With the highest con?dence.

process of adding translation information to the candidates, as

ldl .s2.in—coming—d2.s2.in-coming l<THRESHOLD,

ldl .sl .in—coming—d2.s2.in-coming l<THRESHOLD,

candidate, also send the positions of the singlets in the
matching duplets Which resulted in this pair.

X-Y Clustering

ldl .sl .out—going—d2.sl .out-going l<THRESHOLD,

ldl .s2.out-going-dZ.s2.out—going l<THRES HOLD.

4. Select the Cl highest peaks for each histogram indepen
5. lntersect every scale candidate With every angle candi
date and produce a list of scale-angle candidates. Pass
this list to the X-Y clustering stage. For each scale-angle

duplet Will be represented as, <angle, distance, sl.in

therefore a ?rst list of candidate poses. Assuming that the tWo
Duplet Matrixes are D1 and D2, the process is performed as
follows:
1. For any duplets dl in D1 and d2 in D2, determine if these
condition are all satis?ed,

for A Will cover the range of —pi to pi. S_L Will be
analyZed in the range of SCALE.MlN and SCALE
.MAX, both in base BASE.
3. Mark a point on either histogram as a ‘peak’ if it is higher
than the D points to its right and higher or equal to the D
points to its left.

dently.

tively. Subtract angle from the in-coming and out-going

7. Return the Duplet Matrix.

1 . Produce S_L by calculating the base BASE logarithm of
the values of S.

2. Produce the histograms of A and S_L, independently.
Each histogram Will contain BINS bins. The histogram

(s2) is larger than the maximum degree DEGREE (de
fault is l0), then set all elements in the roW and column
Which correspond to the singlet as NAN. For example, if
deg(sl) is larger than DEGREE, then for all s set D(s,sl)
and D(sl,s) to NAN.
6. For the pair (sl,s2), calculate the angle that connects
them together as Well as the length of the line Which
connects them, call them angle and distance, respec

(scale,angle) pairs based on the candidate poses produces

through Duplet Comparison.

on scale-angle pairs, or a quicker operation can folloW.
65

6. Find the mean of dx and dy, independently and append
this information to the scale-angle pair, thus producing
the pose candidate (angle,scale,dx,dy,con?dence). The

US 8,467,596 B2
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values for these parameters and sets them accordingly using

con?dence for this pose candidate Will remain equal to

the con?dence for scale-angle pair.
7. If required by the con?guration parameters, as described

minimum intuitive input from the user.

The folloWing sections describe the aspect of the present
invention that re?nes the pose estimate of the object espe
cially Where the image of the object is a camera image.
The pose re?nement of the present invention is modeled as
an alignment problem. We start With a 3D model of the object
of interest, i.e. the part that the robot has to identify and pick

below, perform overlap examination.
8. Pick C2 candidates Which correspond to the highest
values of con?dence and report them to the next stage.

Overlap Consideration
Overlap Consideration is only functional if OVERLAP is
non-negative. The Overlap Consideration is done as follows,
1. Transform the reference bounding-box according to the
(angle, scale,dx,dy,con?dence) information. Find the
smallest rectangle that covers the rotated, scaled, and

up, and camera parameters of the camera 112 that is used to

image the object. The goal is to ?nd the 3D (Euclidean, 6
degrees of freedom) transformation that is to be applied to the
model so that it coincides With the object of interest in the
image. As a result, the pose re?nement is implemented as
iterative optimiZation problem of a cost function. Apart from

shifted bounding-box.
2. Find the smallest rectangle that covers both the modi?ed

bounding-box of the reference and the bounding-box of

the object foreground covering cost, the cost function may

the query. Call the area of this rectangle A.

involve an image matching cost that aligns or matches local
feature points or boundaries feature points.

3. Mark this candidate as inappropriate if min(Al ,A2)/A is
beloW OVERLAP. Here, Al and A2 are the area of the

modi?ed bounding-box of the reference and the area of
the query.
4. Eliminate candidates marked as inappropriate from the
list.

In order to better understand the algorithm, the camera
20

The camera projective model of the present invention is
25

simplest, and the ideal, model of camera function. It has an

forming an inverted image on the camera surface facing the

hole. As shoWn in FIG. 4, the perspective projection is the
30

projection of a three-dimensional object onto a tWo-dimen
sional image plane. In reality, one must use a lens to focus an

image onto the camera’s focal plane. The focal plane is one

particular plane that is parallel to the image plane. Assuming

necessary for producing different visualiZations and are not

the pinhole camera coordinate is aligned With World coordi

needed for the regular operation of the algorithm.
When a query is run, the procedure is repeated for each
vieW in the database. The ?nal output of the algorithm is the

based on a pinhole camera model. The pinhole camera is the

in?nitesimally small hole through Which light enters before

above Will perform Duplet Creation on the training images
(FIG. 2, 224) andWill then store the resulting Duplet Matrixes
in the CDDB 222 each accompanied With the elevation-aZi
muth representation. These samples are called the vieWs.
CDDB ?les in practice are accompanied With a ?le that
contains details about the training images. These details are

J acobian matrix Will be derived before the de?nition of cost
function and relaxation solution.

Camera Projection Model

Contour-Duplets Database (FIG. 2, 222)
A Contour-Duplets Database (CDDB) ?le contains a list of
Duplet Matrixes, each accompanying an elevation and aZi
muth. For generating a CDDB ?le the algorithm described

project model, OpenGL virtual camera model and image

35

nates, simple geometry shoWs:

CDDBC.SEARCH.CANDIDATES.TOTAL number of can

(1)

didates With the highest corresponding con?dence values.
The angular representation of the vieWs that have produced
each candidate are then appended to each candidate, thus

40

producing the (elevation, aZimuth, angle, scale, dx, dy, con

Where (xW,yW,ZW) is the object’s point in the 3D World

?dence) representation of the pose. The results of the object

coordinates, and (x im’yim ) is the point in 2D image plane

detection steps outlined above are these representations of the

coordinates.
The projection model from the camera frame coordinate to
the pixel (image) coordinates is derived as:

pose, Which are pose estimates, and are stored in memory, e. g.
RAM 104 or hard disk 160. These pose estimates can then be

45

used in robot recognition of the object/part in the assembly of
a product.

Output Visualizations (FIG. 2, 226)
Different visualiZations can be produced. TWo of these
visualiZations are the Model View and the Overlay. Model

F

O

O

(2)

F,
50

Let CP =

VieW is the image of the matching training image modi?ed to
re?ect scale, angle, and translation as Well. Overlay is the

0

A, 0 0
F
_

O

5y
0

0

=

0

Ay

0

0

0

1

1

overlay of the Model VieW on the query image.

Object Model Speci?cations
Currently, the training procedure requires images shoWing

55

the object of interest in different poses, as governed by dif
ferent parameters. A practical and more convenient method

pixel coordinate. The Sx and Sy scaling factors are propor
tional to the CCD sensor cell Width and height, and resolution.
We can calibrate the camera to obtain the model scaling factor

for producing these images is through the sample simulator
228, Which is a three-dimensional visualiZation tool that pro

duces the 3D vieWs of the objects.

Where F is the focal length, Sx and Sy are scaling factors in
the x and y directions from the focal sensor plane to image or

60

Ax and Ky.

Con?guration Utility (FIG. 2, 230)
As described above, different parts of the method of the
present invention use different con?guration parameters.
Some exemplary (default) values of these parameters have

been given in the forgoing description. HoWever, these values

(3)
65

can be set by a user to ?t a particular environment. The

Where (x0, yo) is the projection of the origin point of camera

Con?guration Utility is an interactive tool that?nds the proper

coordinate in the image or pixel coordinate.
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Step 3: The velocity of (the ?xed point) P relative to the
camera frame is given by

Let uqmrxo and v?lmryo, then equation (3) can be rep
resented as:

Image J acobian Matrix
The image J acobian matrix should be constructed based on

the relationship betWeen the velocity of some object in the
Workspace and the corresponding changes that occur in the

observed image of the Workspace.

Expanding equation (10)

The current projection of feature point S has coordinates
f:(u,v). The image Jacobian matrix is estimated as folloWs.

x:—vx—wyz+wzy
20

25

Consider a point P With coordinates (xc,yc,ZC) or (x, y, Z) in

Step 4: Combine equations We obtain

30

the camera frame. Using perspective projection, P’s image

plane coordinates are given by equation (4).
x

y

(6)

z

These equations can be Written in image Jacobian matrix
form.

In order to construct the image Jacobian for a single point
With coordinates (x, y, Z) in the camera frame, the formula is

derived in folloWing steps:
Compute the time derivatives for u and v.
Express these in terms of u, v, x, y, and Z and Z.

40

Find expressions for x, y, and Z in terms of the control input
.

.

_

Ti

T

(the veloc1ty screW) I:[V,Q] *[Vx,Vy,VZ,Wx,Wy,WZ] and x, y,
Z.

45

Combine the equations and solve the algebra.
Step 1: Using the quotient rule

OpenGL Virtual Camera Model
50

To project a model onto an image, the present invention
preferably uses OpenGL, Which can execute high-speed ren

dering and hidden-line removal With existing hardWare. In
addition, OpenGL can store the depth information at each

pixel. Using this information the 3D points corresponding to

Step 2: The perspective projection equations can be reWrit
ten to give expressions for x and y as
_ E

_ E

55
(3)

x_ AX and y _ Ay

each contour point are calculated. FIG. 5 illustrates the

OpenGL projection and Normalized Device Coordinates
(NDC). Although OpenGL is used in a preferred embodi
ment, the present invention is not limited to this rendering

application programming interface (API), and other render
60

Substitute these into the equations (7)
.

.

.

.

ing APls such as DirectX, ray tracing, etc. may be utiliZed.
ln perspective projection, a 3D point in a truncated pyramid

9

65

frustum (eye coordinates) is mapped to a cube (NDC); the
x-coordinate from [1, r] to [—l, l], the y-coordinate from [b,
t] to [—l, l] and the Z-coordinate from [n, f] to [—l, l].
The projection matrix transforms a vertex in eye coordinate

system to the clip coordinate system.
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cot(f0 vy/2)
Xclip
Yclip

i2

0

_

Zclip

O

O

O

cot(f0vy/2)

0

0

O

0

Far + Near

2 * Far * Near

Near — Far

Near — Far

0

O

—l

0

We”p

By applying the scaling matrix and pixel coordinate calcu

“outside” object. The term F1 is the ?tting energy inside

object and F2 is the ?tting energy outside object.

lation the neW projection of a 3D vertex in OpenGL is as

follows.

The basic idea of the cost function in a simple case is

explained as folloWs. Assume the image l(x,y) is formed by

(14)
Mvirtual =

aspect

2

Z2

tWo regions of approximately pieceWise-constant intensities,

2

height YE

of distinct values of uobj and uback for the object and back

ground. The boundary of the object in the image l(x,y) is

height

vv.-m,--cor(f0vy/2> 2 (ZN 2 +y0]

denoted by CO. If the projected model contour curve C coin

cides With object boundary CO in image l(x,y), then We have
We can ?nd the correspondence of the OpenGL virtual
camera to the real camera model using equation (3) and (l 4).

u 1:110 1,]. inside the object and 112:l.1back outside the object, as
20 a result, We can have

It should be noted that the de?nition of camera coordinate
and OpenGL virtual camera eye coordinate are different. As a

In this case, it evident that the energy function is minimized
When the projected model contour curve C coincides With

result, the following transformation is required to derive a
correspondence betWeen the tWo coordinates.
Xmm
Yam
2mm

1 0
0 -1
_

1

0
0

0
0

X,
Y,

0

0

-1

0

z,

0

0

0

1

1

25

object boundary CO in the image.

30

Which illustrates all possible cases of the position of the
projected model curve. For instance, if the curve C is outside
the object as FIG. 6 (a), Fl(C)>0 and F2(C)z0. If the curve C
is inside the object as FIG. 6 (b), then Fl(C)z0 and F2(C)>0.

This can be seen in the simple case as shoWn in FIG. 6,

(15)

In the present invention, OpenGL is used only to project the
model. All the equations by default are derived using the real

If the curve C is both inside and outside the object as FIG. 6

camera model.

minimiZed if CICO the projected model curve C is on the

2.4 Cost Function
The pose re?nement method of the present invention mini
miZes an energy based cost function. The cost function is
de?ned With a minimum so that the model projection using

(c), then F1(C)>0 and F2(C)>0. Finally, the ?tting energy is
boundary of the object as shoWn in FIG. 6 (d), Where Fl (C)z0
35

and F2(C)z0.
Based on our cost function de?nition, the pose estimate

stored in RAM 104 or hard disk 160, for example, Will be
updated to minimize the above ?tting term and We can add

3D pose (6DoF) coincides With the object of interest in the
image.
40

some other terms or constraints from matched feature points
or boundary features. For example, if there is a set of matched
feature points (eg jIl . . . N matched pairs) betWeen 2D input

image pj:(pjx, pjy)T and 3D model features Pj:(X]-°bj,Y]-°bj,
Where l(x,y) is the input image and T(x,y) is the binary
mask image of the model projection With given 3D pose.
The binary mask T(x,y) image is the projection of the

Zjobj), Which are projected in the virtual image as J'c(Pj):(uj,
vj)T. The additional constraining term may be de?ned as:
45

model for a given 3D pose and camera parameters With the
de?nition as follows:
1 if (x, y)inside

T06, y) ={ 0

1'11

(17)

outside

50

Where Wj is the Weight for feature match, Which may be the
match con?dence or score, the rc(P]-):(uj,vj)T is denote the

55

to image With given 3D pose. The
may be the Euclidean
distance in the image coordinate.
The equation (17) or match energy minimiZation can pro
vide the initial pose estimation for re?nement. It may be also

projection of model feature point from Pi:Q(i°bi,Yi°bi,Zi°bi)

The OpenGL can execute hi gh-speed rendering of the

binary mask image by projecting the object model into a 2D
virtual image.
The ul and u2 are the mean value of the input image inside
and outside the object mask de?ned as:

1

used as a constraining term for pose re?nement so that it can

improve the convergence and robustness.
Then the cost function may be de?ned as
60

Where the 11 is a Weight function to balance energy between

EU and Ematch.
65

The projected model contour curve C can be obtained from

T(x,y), Which separates the image into “inside” object and

We Will derive the gradient ?oW for both EC and Ematch,
hoWever in our initial implementation, We only use the energy

of EC With 11:0.
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Calculate the velocity screw for iteratively updating the

From the image J acobian matrix in equation (12), the

pose
13x

Following the gradient descent method, the energy E is
expected to approach a minimum. lteratively update the pose
parameters or the velocity screW i:[V;Q]T:[vx,vy,vZ,Wx,Wy,
WZ]TIhaIII11I11II11ZeS E undertaken via gradient descent.

13 y

E an E
can be obtained as folloWs.

The partial differentials of E With respect to the pose
parameter r can be computed using the chain rule.
E. = (To, y) * (106. y) — mzdxdy +

10

f (1 — To. y» * (106. y) — wzdxdy
N

M

Emu = 2 WJ- * || 7103-) - p.) u = Z W‘- * ((M1- - P102 + (w - pm
1'11

15

1

The Partial Differential of EC
We ?rst derive the partial differential of EC
6E,

an :f an61y, ) (1(x, y)—u1)2dxdy+

(21)

20

T y)* 2 *( 1 (X, y)—wr)a—ri
‘Md Xd y
[(16,

f’mx’ ” (106. y) — wzdxdy +

25

Br;

f(1— T(x, y))*2*(1(x, y) — u??dxdy :
6T

are differential of T(x,y) in x and y direction.

As the T(x,y) is the binary mask of projection of the model

6142

as de?ned in equation (17). The gradient of T(x,y) are Zero
except on the boundary C.

,

f ((106. y) — m2 — (106. y) — mf>¥dxdy +

30

B141

fT(x, y) *2* (1(x, y) — ug?dxdy +
13142

f(1— T(x, y)) *2* (1(x, y) — 142)a—dxdy
"i

35

For the second and third term, We can prove they are Zero.

13141
fT(x, y) *2* (1(x, y) — uQ?dxdy :

(22)

5,41

40

2 * Tlf?x, y)(I(x, y) - mdxdy) =
6141
131';

2* —(141 *At-n —ulAt-n) : 0

Where Ain:jT(x,y)dxdy is the area inside the object.

45

f(1— T(x, y)) *2* (1(x, y) — u?wdxdy
B142
:
2

‘3'42
1 T
1
d d —
*a—n(f(
— (x.y>>((x.y>—u2>
x y)-

50

13142
(3r;

The Partial Differential of Ematch

2 * — ('42 * Aom — '42Aom) : 0

The match energy is the cost function to measure the dis

Where AOHtIf(1 —T(x,y))dxdy is the area outside the object.
Therefore, We can get:

tance the matched feature points in image coordinate betWeen
55

BEG

13T( , )

(Z4)

Ti = f ((106. y) — m2 — (106. y) — w — 2>2>%My

The binary mask T(x,y) image is the projection of model for 60
given 3D pose and camera parameters.

13T(x, y) _ 13T(x, y) 13x
Hr;

_

13x

13T(x, y) By
13 y

(25)
65

the feature points in the input image and in the projected
virtual image.
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The velocity of (the ?xed point) P relative to the camera frame

The task of ?nding Ar minimizing the sum of squares

is given by
_

minHe+J,ArH

P:—QXP— V
_

_

_

_

_

_

The increment Ar is then calculated by

S1m1lar to the image J acob1an matrix der1vate steps, We can 5

get

Arc-(1,0944%

(35)

For Minimizing Energy EC
For each contour point (x,y)eC, We have

For Minimizing Energy Ematch
.

.

.

.

_

For each matched feature

can be re-Wntten 1n the form of the image Jacob1an matrix as 25

oint ',

p

J

For Minimizing Energy EIEC+EMtCh
The e and J are obtained by concatenating ec, nematch and J6

It should be noted that the partial equation are derived in
and nlmatch respectively.
image and camera coordinate, the 3D feature point Pj:(X]-°bj, 0
Yj°bj,Z 91”) Will be transformed to camera coordinates When

calculate the partial equation.

e =

[ 6c ]
7] * ematch

X6

Xobj

(31)

45

Y0 = Rm Yob' +Tco
Zc

Jc

J =[

Zob_

.

and

]

7] * Jmatch

_

_

_

_

Gaussian NeWton Method to M1n1m1ze Energy Function
In our implementation, We used Gaussian NeWton Method
to minimize the energy function. the Gauss-Newton algo
rithm ?nds the minimum of the Sum of Squares‘

50

The increment Ar Will be calculated by

Ay:_(JTJ)1JTe
Update Pose Parameters or Transformation Matrix
The transformation betWeen object coordinate to camera
55 coordinate may be representation by a transformation.

In homogeneous representation, the transformation matrix
60

Starting With an initial guess for the minimum, the method

proceeds by the iterations.
r”:r"'l+Ar

r):

1 l and X0) = g(l)X0

(38)

(33)

:vhere the increment Ar is the solution to the normal equa- 65
Ions‘
e:-J,Ar

R(r) T(r)

i O

(34)

We Willuse g(t):(R(t)sT(t)) to denote the relative displace_
ment betWeen some ?xed frame (object coordinate) and the
camera frame at time t. If the camera is at location g(tl),
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g(t2) . . . g(tm) at time t1, t2 . . . tm respectively, then the

and the neW transformation matrix from object to camera

coordinates of the same point p are given as X(tl):g(ti)XO, i:

coordinate Will be

l . . .m correspondingly.

Referring to FIG. 7, The relative motion betWeen the cam
era at t2 and t1 Will be denote as g(t2,tl), then We have the

Implementation

folloWing relationship betWeen coordinates of the same point

The pose estimation is modeled as an optimiZation or mini

miZation of an energy function. lteratively pose updates Will
be calculated to minimiZe the energy. The folloWing is an

(39)

exemplary implementation of the method detailed above:
Step 1: Input image, model, camera parameters
Step 2: Get initial pose parameters

NoW consider a third position of the camera at t?3, as
shoWn in FIG. 5. The relative motion betWeen the camera at t3

and t2 is g(t3,t2) and betWeen t3 and t 1 is g(t3,tl). Then We have

Step 3: Project model into virtual image by OpenGL using
given pose parameters. The binary mask image T(x,y) and
corresponding depth information/map are obtained.

the folloWing relationship among coordinates
(40)

Step 4: Calculate the velocity screW for iteratively updating

Comparing With the direct relationship betWeen coordi

the pose. (i) Calculate the mean value inside and outside the

nates at t3 and t 1

(41)
The composition rule for consecutive motion must hold.

object by equation (18). (ii). Get the contour C from binary
mask and 3D contour points using depth information. (iii)
Calculate the gradient VT(x,y) in x and y direction for con
20

tion (26) (iv) Calculate the gradient ?oW using equation (27)
and get the control input (velocity screW) by equation (35)

Based on the composition rule, the pose parameter for

using the Gaussian NeWton method
Step 5: Calculate relative displacement using the control
25

From the gradient decent method, We can obtain the rela
tive displacement betWeen iteration n-l to n. As a result, the

Step 6: Update the pose parameters by equation (46) and
Step 7: If changes of the pose parameters are very small or
if maximum iterations are reached, go to END, else go back

111% g0”, Ind)
30
R

T

(44)

8(1)” B141) — [ 0 I]

The relative displacement is obtained from the control

input (the velocity screW) r:[V;Q]T:[vx,vy,vZ,Wx,Wy,WZ]T in

input (velocity screW) and given stepsiZe by equation (45)

(47)

pose parameter update for iteration n is obtained by calculat
_

tour points. (iv) Calculate image J acobian matrix using equa

Step 3.
Step 8: END
While the invention has been described in conjunction With
several speci?c embodiments, it is evident to those skilled in
the art that many further alternatives, modi?cations and varia

35

tions Will be apparent in light of the foregoing description.

the iteration. A stepsiZe function is used to adjust the conver

Thus, the invention described herein is intended to embrace

gence speed.

all such alternatives, modi?cations, applications and varia

Ar:

tions as may fall Within the spirit and scope of the appended
claims.

(45)
40

What is claimed is:

[vb vy. v1. w» W WAT *mpsize = [Tm Ty. T1. ¢. M1

1 . A method for estimating a pose of an object from an input

R=Rz*Ry*Rx

image and storing an object pose estimation, comprising:
inputting an image containing an object;
creating a ?rst binary mask of the input image;

and
l

O

O

extracting a set of singlets from the ?rst binary mask of the

Rx: O0 cosz?
—sin¢]
sing? cosz?
0050

0

sin@

O

l

O

Ry:

input image, each singlet representing points of maxi
mum curvature Within a contour-tracing WindoW along
an inner contour and along an outer contour of the object
50

—sin0 O 0050

coslp —sin¢ 0
R1: sinl? coslp O
O

O

in the input image;
producing a duplex matrix including: de?ning a matrix D
With its elements, i.e. (i,j), containing the distance
betWeen the i-th and the j-th singlets, modifying matrix
D by removing any matrix D elements Who se distance is

55

not Within a prede?ned minimum value and a maximum

60

value, identifying all singlets sl coupled to more than a
prede?ned number of other singlets as determined from
the modi?ed matrix D, producing a reduced matrix D by
removing from the modi?ed matrix D all elements along
roW s1 and column s1, and for each remaining element

l

and

TX
T: Ty

Within the reduced matrix D calculating multiple angle

T1

measures of the tWo singlets de?ned by the remaining
Therefore, We can obtain

g(

R T

rmrw

1) [O I]
=

element, each element of the duplex matrix including

RZRyRX T
=

0

I]
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said multiple angle measures and the distance betWeen
65

their tWo corresponding singlets;
comparing the produced duplex matrix to a reference
duplex matrix to produce a set of candidate poses; and

US 8,467,596 B2
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22

producing an object pose estimate, and storing the object

9. A method for estimating a pose of an object as in claim
8 further comprising calculating a velocity screW to itera

pose estimate.
2. A method for estimating a pose of an object as in claim

tively calculate pose estimates.

1, Wherein said reference duplex matrix is de?ned from mul
tiple different vieWs of an example of said object, said
example of said object being de?ned by a CAD model and
each of the different vieWs being simulated from the CAD
model.

10. A method for estimating a pose of an object as in claim
7 further comprising projecting a model contour curve of the

object into a virtual image using an rendering application

programming interface (API).
11. A method for re?ning an estimated pose of an object as

in claim 1, comprising:

3. A method for estimating a pose of an object as in claim

1, Wherein:
said extracting a set of singlets includes storing for each

inputting a model of the object and parameters of a camera

used to take the image of the object in the estimated pose
as determined from the object pose estimate;
projecting the model of the object into a virtual image of
the object using the parameters of the camera and initial
pose parameters to obtain a second binary mask image

singlet its in-coming angle and its out-going angle; and
said calculating multiple angle measures includes, for the
tWo singlets (sl,s2) in each remaining element Within
the reduced matrix D, calculate the angle that connects

and image depth information;

s1 and s2 as a value termed ANGLE, the length of the

updating the initial pose parameters to neW pose param

line that connects s1 and s2 as a value termed DIS

TANCE, the difference betWeenANGLE and the incom
ing angle of s1 is a value termed sl .in-coming, the dif
ference betWeen ANGLE and the out-going angle of s1
is value termed sl .out-going, the difference betWeen
ANGLE and the incoming angle of s2 is a value termed
s2.in-coming, the difference betWeen ANGLE and the
out-going angle of s2 is a value termed s2.out-going, and
each duplet element includes at least the six parameters
de?ned as: <ANGLE, DISTANCE, sl .in-coming,

eters using the second binary mask image and image
depth information and updating the neW pose param
20

eters iteratively to minimiZe an energy function or until
a maximum number of iterations is reached.
12. A method for re?ning an estimated pose of an object as

in claim 11, further comprising:
25

calculating a mean value inside and outside the object
using a cost function; and
calculating a contour C of the object from the second

sl.out-going, s2.in-coming, s2.out-going>.

binary mask image and 3D contour points using the

image depth information.

4. A method for estimating a pose of an object as in claim

3, Wherein said comparing the produced duplex matrix, i.e.
D1, to a reference duplex matrix, i.e. D2, to produce a set of
candidate poses includes:

13. A method for re?ning an estimated pose of an object as
30

calculating a gradient VT(x,y) in x and y direction for the

contour points;
calculating the image Jacobian matrix; and

de?ning an angle threshold termed THRESHOLD;
for any duplet dl in D1 and any duplet d2 in D2, IF the
folloWing conditions are all satis?ed:
ldl .sl .in—coming—d2.sl .in-coming l<THRESHOLD,

35

calculating a gradient How and velocity screW using a
Gaussian NeWton method.
14. A method for re?ning an estimated pose of an object as

in claim 13, further comprising:
calculating a relative displacement using the velocity

ldl .sl .out—going—d2.sl .out-going l<THRESHOLD,

ldl .s2.in—coming—d2.s2.in-coming l<THRESHOLD,
40

screW and a given stepWise.
15. A method for re?ning an estimated pose of an object as

45

pose is formed by:
inputting an image containing an object;
creating a binary mask of the input image;
extracting a set of singlets from the binary mask of the

ldl .s2.out-going-dZ.s2.out—going l<THRES HOLD,

in claim 11, Wherein the image of an object in an estimated

THEN add the candidate pose (d1 .length/d2.length,
dl .angle-d2.angle) to a list of candidate poses.
5. A method for estimating a pose of an object as in claim
1, Wherein said producing a reduced matrix D includes:
de?nig an S><l array, i.e. DEG(s), Wherein each element of

in claim 12, further comprising:

input image, each singlet representing points in an inner
and outer contour of the object in the input image;

array DEG(s) contains the number of singlets that are
connected to the s-th singlet as determined from the

connecting the set of singlets into a mesh represented as a

duplex matrix;

modifying matrix D;
identify as (sl,s2) the element of modi?ed matrix D that
has the smallest distance value;

50

IF DEG(s l) is greater than said prede?ned number of other
singlets, THEN for all s, remove from the modi?ed

matrix D all elements (s,sl) and (sl,s); and
IF DEG(s2) is greater than said prede?ned number of other

input image and storing an object pose estimation, compris
55

singlets, THEN for all s, remove from the modi?ed

receives an input image containing an object;
creates a binary mask of the input image;

6. A method for estimating a pose of an object as in claim

1 further comprising extracting inner and outer contours of

extracts a set of singlets from the binary mask of the
60

7. A method for estimating a pose of an object as in claim

7 further comprising calculating pose estimates iteratively to
minimize an energy value in the energy function.

input image, each singlet representing points of maxi
mum curvature Within a contour-tracing WindoW
along an inner contour and along an outer contour of

1 further comprising re?ning the object pose estimate by
modeling the object pose estimate as an optimiZation of an
energy function.
8. A method for estimating a pose of an object as in claim

ing:
a processor that

matrix D all elements (s,s2) and (s2,s).

the object.

comparing tWo duplex matrices to produce a set of candi
date poses; and
producing an object pose estimate.
16. An apparatus for estimating a pose of an object from an

the object in the input image;
65

produces a duplex matrix, including: de?ning a matrix D
With its elements, i.e. (i,j), containing the distance
betWeen the i-th and the j-th singlets, modifying
matrix D by removing any matrix D elements Whose

